Mr.   Rine,   another member  of  the  team   (Tr.   50,   151-152).
However,   Mr.   Bondra  signed  the Accident Report dated
September  8,   1983,   which  as  set  forth  above,  blamed the
operator  for  not  supporting  the  roof  adequately  after  a
known bad  roof  was  observed  and  for  failing  to maintain  a
uniform  roof  horizon   (Tr.   61).
Moreover,   on  the  same date  as  the Accident  Report,   a
manager's  conference  was  held  at  the  request of  the operator
to discuss   the  validity  of  the  citation  issued on August  5,
1983.     Mr.   Robert Nelson,   a supervisory coal mine inspector
in the  Indiana,   Pennsylvania Field Office,   the  same office
as Mr.   Thompson,   was  assigned  by  the  District Manager one or
two days  previously  to handle  the  conference   (Tr.   92-93).
As  set  forth  above,   the  supervisory  inspection of  the  subject
mine was  Mr.   Thompson's  responsibility   (Tr.   16,   137).
Mr.   Nelson  had  the   same  duties with  respect to other mines
covered by  the  office   (Tr.   137).     At  the  conference Mr.   Nelson
was  told  by  company  and  union  people  that the operator was
in  the  process  of   starting  to correct  the  situation by
setting  temporary  supports   (Tr.   97-98,   102-103).     Mr.   Nelson
was  also   "acutely  aware"   that Mr.   Thompson and Mr.   Bondra
believed  there  was  no  violation  and had  issued no citation
on August  3   (Tr.   101),     According to Mr.  Nelson,  Mr.   Bondra
was not  in  the  conference  room but when  company  and union
people  said  he was  in  the subject area on August 3 doing an
investigation,   Mr.   Bondra was  called  into  the  room and  at
that  time  stated  he was  there  to get  information   (Tr.   96) .
This  is,   of   course,   at  variance with  the descriptions  of  a
regular  inspection  given by him and Mr.   Thompson in their
testimony   (Tr.   23,   44).     As a result of what he was told,
Mr.   Nelson  decided  the  citation  should be vacated   (Tr.   102-
103).     He  wrote  the wording  and Mr.   Bondra,   as  the regular
inspector  for  the mine signed it   (Tr.   103).
Thus,   on  September  8,   1983,  Mr.   Bondra's name  appeared
as  co-author  of  the Accident  Report,  which places  responsi-
bility  upon  the  company  for  the  accident.     Just  a few days
later,   Mr.   Bondra' s   name  also  appeared on  an order vacating
the citation.     Mr.   Bondra admitted he was wrong to sign the
Accident  Report  since he  did not  agree with it   (Tr.   62-69).
Moreover,  Mr.   Nelson's decision to vacate was based on
incomplete   information.     Mr.   Nelson  knew about the  chipping
and  the  cutter  but  not  about  the  brow   (Tr.   115).     In  addition,
he did not know the distances between the roof supports  (Tr.
116-117).     All  he  had was  a rough  sketch drawn by  the company
(Tr.   116-117) .     He  was  thinking  the  supports were  3  feet
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